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 The plugin makes it easy to enhance images before you print or publish on your web site and/or social media. Its effects include
basic repairs of photos, blemishes removal, contouring, skin smoothing, skin retouching, blush retouching, tooth whitening, skin

perfecting, hair perfecting and nails perfecting, and many more effects. The majority of the tools are created with the user in
mind and are very easy to use. History The company was founded in 2010 by Shukin Maestro and Robert Evans as Maestro

Photo Enhancer. Its name was changed to Perfect Mask 5.2 in 2016, after adding many new features. Tools Blemishes removal
Out of all of Perfect Mask's tools, the blemishes removal tool is probably the best known. Under the Enhance menu, the

"Remove Red Eye" tool is used to detect the areas where the viewer's pupils are wide open. The tool then eliminates the redness
in the detected areas. The size of the eye can be controlled manually and the tool can detect areas larger than the actual pupil

itself. There is also a tool for removing pimples. Enhancement and contouring The enhancement and contouring tools have been
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redesigned to make them faster and easier to use. Some new tools have also been added to the suite. The "Ink Pen" tool is used
to remove discolorations, and is a replacement for the older "Remove Dust" tool. The "Skin Toner" tool was introduced with the
latest version. It is similar to "Blush Remover" in that it is used to add a healthy glow to a person's skin. The contrast in colors is
enhanced with the tool. Smoothing The "Smoothing" tool is used to remove wrinkles, creases, or other folds from a face. The
tool is similar to the "Smooth" tool in the brush toolbox, in that it works much like the brushes in the Photoshop CS5 brush
library. The tool is used from the Enhance menu. Skin retouching The "Skin Retouch" tool is the most advanced tool in the
suite. It is used to remove scars and wrinkles from the face. It is similar to the "Retouch Skin" tool in the Photoshop brush

library. Teeth whitening The teeth whitening tool in Perfect Mask 5.2 is a great addition. The 82157476af
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